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CASE STUDY #2 – 
No Grease Trap?  No Problem! 
 
 
background … 
 
When Pizza Hut started to do a roll-out of their Wing Street concept in southern 
California they were met with a “little” obstacle – the Wing Street concept 
required the use of a fryer.  And the local authorities in turn required that the 
restaurant install a grease trap to handle the waste oil associated with fryer 
operations.   
 
issue / problem … 
 
The primary issue, or problem to the aforementioned situation was to provide an 
affordable solution to the “grease trap deficiency” that existed in the Pizza Hut / 
Wing Street conversion stores.  The cost to install a traditional grease trap was in 
the $20,000 to $25,000 dollar range (which was deemed to be totally 
unacceptable).  Of course such a grease trap could only be installed if approval 
was granted from the landlord and if the sewer invert levels coming out of the 
facility were low enough to properly install an in ground grease trap.  In summary, 
the three big issues to overcome were: 
 

• Cost 
• Landlord approval  
• Proper sewer connection 
• Effective control of FOG effluent  

 
goals … 
 
There were several goals set by Pizza Hut / Wing Street with respect to the 
grease trap requirements.  They were: 
 

1. To meet the immediate needs and concerns of the local authorities 
regarding the use of fryers and the waste oil associated with fryer 
use. 

 
2. Find a cost effective alternative solution to the “standard” in ground 

grease trap 
 

3. Employ a grease management system that is easy for restaurant 
employees to use and service 

 
4. Minimize the FOG discharge and costs associated with maintaining 

drains and grease traps  
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the solution … 
 
Pizza Hut / Wing Street contacted Goslyn, LP and asked for their assistance in 
gaining approval for the use of the GOS-40 and GOS-80 as acceptable 
substitutes for a traditional in-ground grease trap.  With Pizza Hut taking the lead, 
engineers from Goslyn met with the decision makers from the Building 
Department, the Health Department, and Water Department from several 
southern California jurisdictions.  The purpose of such meetings was to 
thoroughly explain and demonstrate how the Goslyn unit actually works; how 
effective and efficient the unit was in recover FOG from water before the effluent 
went down the drain; how easy it was for restaurant employees to use and 
service; that the unit had been fully approved and tested by NSF and ASME; and 
the cost effectiveness of the unit in comparison to traditional systems. 
 
 
results … 
 
Within very short order, all of the aforementioned departments gave Pizza Hut / 
Wings Street approval to use the GOS-40 and/or GOS-80 as an acceptable 
substitute for an in-ground grease trap.  The “clincher” for the local authorities 
was being able to approve an affordable solution to the problem.  This was 
highlighted early on when a Korean family wanted to remodel a restaurant they 
had operated for 20 years and were faced with a 
$25,000 grease trap expense that their landlord 
would not allow.  It was politically expedient for 
the Building Department to suggest they contact 
Goslyn for an affordable solution.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
getting results – “back-pocket” tools … 
 
In order to get results similar to Pizza Hut, it is recommended that you are 
prepared with respect to the following: 
 

• Know the “rules & regulations” with respect to FOG and its “management” 
from a food service industry perspective for each jurisdiction in which you 
are planning, or anticipating on using a Goslyn. 

 
• Get to know all of the key decision makers in Building, Health, and Water 

Departments for each jurisdiction in which you are planning, or anticipating 
on using a Goslyn. 

 
• Have all pertinent approval documents (NSF & ASME) ready to present to 

the appropriate authorities listed above. 
 

Recovered FOG / Yellow Grease 
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• Demonstrate the Goslyn unit for the aforementioned authorities and show 
test results from other locations where the Goslyn was installed. 

 
• Compare the results obtained using the Goslyn with the more traditional 

grease trap systems. 
 

• Emphasize the inherent weakness of a traditional grease trap system 
versus the Goslyn unit. 

 
• Ask for order! 

 
 
These simple, but critical steps should help any organization obtain local 
approval for the Goslyn to be used as an acceptable substitute for a traditional 
grease trap system.   
 


